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About This Game

Eden Star is an immersive Sci-Fi survival game that blends innovative physics based combat, destructible environments and free-
form construction with the exploration of a hostile alien world.

Explore and gather resources from the environment of Pharus 7, use these materials to construct defensive outposts, craft powerful
weaponry and upgrade your Pioneer.

Current Features

Co-op & PVP Multiplayer

4x4 km World
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All New Crafting Inventories

20 + Material and Compound Material Types

Colony Creation System (Teams)

Physics based combat (Smash)

Splintermite (Ground Enemy)

Cerberus (Wolf)

Stalker (Ground Enemy)

Ika (Flying Enemy)

Ika Viper (Flying Enemy)

5 Wildlife Creatures (neutral)

Swamp Walker (Neutral/Defensive Creature)

Swamp Biome

Forest Biome

Foliage Destruction

Mineral Rock Destruction

Wall running and Mantling

Weapon Combos and Ammo;

Pistol

Machine Pistol

SMG

Assault SMG

Heavy SMG

Rifle

Assault Rifle

Assault Shotgun

Heavy Rifle

Long Range Assault Rifle
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Sniper Rifle

TAC (heavy) Rifle

Ammo Clips for each reviever variant

Gauss Module Flechettes

Reflex Sight

Sniper Scope

Multiple “MATA-Tool” Abilities/Upgrade Modules;

Kinetic Blast

Kinetic Laser

Energy Harness (Mining)

Energy Harness Reclaim Structures (Undo)

Regeneration (Heal Structures)

Energy Harness MATA-Combat (Smash)

Gauss Cannon

Melee Baton

Melee Energy Blade

Primitive Structures;

Foundations

Barriers (Half Walls)

Walls

Glass Wall

Windows

Ramp

Pillar

Ceilings (Floors)

Functional Structures;
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Eden Kit

Auto Turret

Energy Turret

Missile Turret

Energy Walls

Doors & Doorways

Energy Generator

For an up to date list of what we are currently working on we have a public Trello board available HERE (you must
have a Trello account to comment or vote on features)

In Development

Splintermite Queen (large ground enemy)

Weapon - Grenade Launcher

Weapon - Frag Grenade

Expanded build types & Decorators

Fauna Creatures

Vehicles

In Planning

We will not promise that the following features will make it into the game until they are actually in the game!

Further Refinement of Melee (Combos)

Expanded World

Additional Pioneer Characters

Steam Achievements
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Health Packs

Craftable/ Upgradable Armour

Utility buildings (generators etc)

Caves/Catacombs

More enemies!

More neutral creatures

Robotic allies

Vehicles/Mechs

Procedurally generated loot and rescources

THE GAWR...

Current Feature Overview

Destroy
Use your MATA-Tool (Remote Manipulation Device) to harvest trees, foliage and mineral rich rocks within a real-time physics
driven environment. Obtain Material Shards for use in outpost building, weapon construction and powerful upgrades. Destroy

and recreate your surroundings at will; the world is yours to manipulate, just watch out for the indigenous lifeforms…

Build
Use gathered Materials to craft defenses, walls, ramps and turrets to protect your outpost or construct powerful weapons and

upgrades for your Pioneer. Place gathered Materials within your Eden Kit to store, or use them to upgrade the Eden Kit's
protective shield and power additional defenses. Expand your territory by building additional Eden kits. How you balance your

resources is up to you.

Protect
Using unique physics-driven combat you can remotely grab enemies and smash or blast them into the destructible environment.
Upgrade your weaponry to tackle the alien hives and claim the territory for your own. Combine different attacks and abilities in
order to survive against enemies and environmental hazards. A simple, but fluid movement system gives you freedom to move

athletically across surfaces.

Death in Eden Star is permanent. You can be reconstructed back by the Eden Kit provided it contains Teslinium and remains
intact, but naturally it must be protected...
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The Tech Demo is free and is automatically downloaded with Eden Star. To access it you must do the following;

Find Eden Star :: Destroy - Build - Protect ® in your Steam Game Library

Right Mouse Click over Eden Star :: Destroy - Build - Protect ® and select Properties from the bottom of the list

Left Mouse Click on the 3rd tab labelled Local Files

Left Mouse Click on the Browse Local Files button

This Will Open Up A Browser Window

Click on the UE3 Combat Tech Demo folder

Follow the instructions listed within the associated Readme file within the folder, all instructions are also within the
Readme document

To launch the Eden Star Tech Demo you must find the folder where you have installed the Tech Demo and find the
following folder;

EdenDemo_5.7 > Binaries > Win64 then click on the application (.exe) "EdenGame" to launch the demo

e.g. :: C:\Eden\EdenDemo_5.7\Binaries\Win64\EdenGame.exe
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Title: EDEN STAR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Flix Interactive
Publisher:
Flix Interactive
Release Date: 30 Jan, 2015

 a09c17d780 

English
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Polyball is.. okay. Relatively solid control and camera scheme. I think I mainly end up disagreeing with the goal of the game
which is just time trials. I could probably enjoy it as a race game, or a puzzle game where you try not to fall off and die - and in
a way the game tries to offer both of these, but at the same time is just a time trial. It's not whether you survive a difficult trap
laden path, it's whether you do it fast enough to get medals to proceed - but clock racing has not really been my personal
favourite pastime. From time to time in a racing game on tracks once I'm familiar with them maybe, but even then not for long.

There are a decent number of tracks, I didn't get to see all of them, there's some odd customisation choices and some neat ones.
May be to some peoples tastes.. I love it's soundtrack. A remarkable little game that is really fun. If you are looking for a game
that offers a little break from the daily grind, and you like poker, then this game fills those prerequisites nicely.. I liked this
game at the beginning because of the very tense and creepy atmosphere. However the gameplay got very repetitive (just walking
back and forth in similar-looking rooms, occasionally picking up a key to open a door). Then I got to a platforming section and
the controls felt too slippery. After falling to my death a bunch of times in a row, I gave up.. I wish these♥♥♥♥♥♥♥mobile
games would feck off back to phones where they belong.. Fun game if you find micromanaging your thing. Wish they made IV.
I was ♥♥♥♥ing R. A. P. E. D... in this "cell". You know what the most fun part about this was? Leaving. I got to leave the
emotional and physical turmoil of being R@PED behind. Oh wait, NO I DIDN'T. I'm permanentally emotionally scarred from
this ♥♥♥♥ing hell hole of a "cell". I contemplate every day whether I should go on living or kill myself because of the distress I
feel on a day-to-day basis because of this ♥♥♥♥ING "GAME". I'M ♥♥♥♥ING DONE.. This game is quite well made
considering that a one-man dev did it, and it is pretty fun despite being much of the same thing. Admittedly, the second half of
the game isn't as enjoyable, but it's still fun and the end of the story is worth waiting for.

The tutorial only teaches you how to move the camera, which is useful but not enough. The codex (manual) is just extra trivia
that is rather devoid of content. So, in the good old-fashioned way, you'll learn how to play this game as you go. However, it's
actually very simple (if a little buggy), so the learning curve isn't that bad.

Other things: there is decent if slightly repetitive music; combat is pretty much the same the whole game and late-game all the
enemies are a pushover. There are a few bugs, chiefly one where when you select the tactical map and move units from there
the green line that appears continues into the normal map and gets in the way for the rest of the battle (I uploaded a screenshot).
The other main one is if  you find the Hybrid Fleet and try to spawn Hybrid Bombers, they disappear after each hyperspace
jump . Finally, if you are purchasing a unit or upgrade while you jump, it will be lost with no refund (although that is not so
serious). Stuff also randomly shimmers, ostensibly to make you notice it, but it just gets annoying after a while and you can't
turn it off.

The game would be even better if units weren't so generic - e.g. right now combat experience doesn't matter at all, so if one of
my units is at low health and I am at the build limit I might as well make it suicide to build a new ship with full health, which
makes no sense. The battles are also essentially the same regardless of who your enemy is and so extra differentiation would
have been helpful. Finally, the game's difficulty (and fps for that matter) drops drastically towards late game after you amass
enough units and cash - you can afk for 5 minutes and win without any stress at all. I played the second half of the campaign at
4x speed because my fleet was about 10 times stronger than the opponent's  except for the final battle .

However, all of the above comments don't take into account that this game was developed by one person, and ultimately that
means that the absence of these things is more than understandable. If the developer had more resources, this game would be
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fun to play for hours and hours on end. As it stands, it is still worth purchasing, but not necessarily (although still acceptable) at
full price. As of the time of writing there is still a while before the Summer Sale ends, so grab it now! This game should bring at
least 8-10 hours of fun that is very fun, even accounting for the bugs. Oh, and there are multiple maps too!. Nice pixel graphics,
lot like the og escapists! Very fun but I couldn't shoot my gun when I went into the farm for some reason.

21/10 wud get mobbed by zombies again while hitting them with my crutch!
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As in real life, I am continuously failing to flirt with boys.. This is a game that attempts to do a lot of important and related
things all at once. For the most part, it does so. Just trying puts it into the circle of the elites, but D\u00e0nm\u00f9
Y\u012bnyu\u00e8hu\u00ec dares to edge out its contemporaries.

The 3D modeling could be better, I guess. The English script could use some work, and I'm sure the Japanese one could too. I
think an attack or two might be too easy or too hard for where it's fought. There's a certain thread to the overall game design
that I disagree with, but very few others do.

As you can see, finding real issues with the game is an exercise in grasping at straws. Particularly, the flimsy kind that tear far
too easily. Buy D\u00e0nm\u00f9 Y\u012bnyu\u00e8hu\u00ec at full price ($9.99!), please.. Awesome bat and ball game with
some quirky humour.
There is enough variety in the levels to make it interesting and lots of power ups.. This game is absolutely amazing and I’m not
sure why there is not a second one! I voted it for the "“THE WHOOOAAAAAAA, DUDE! 2.0” AWARD so I think it should
win as this game was brilliantly made for its time! And it is very well casted; especially love Christopher Lloyd’s part!. His how
GTA kupyansk but this is more strange
10/10 IGN
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